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Issues we solve

Customer
Experience
Solution for
Residents
✔ We offer two products; a CX
Housing Solution and a Housing
Health and Safety Ratings
System solution (HHSRS). These
products can be bought together
or separately. Both capture what
residents’ say across all channels
to give a 360º view of their
experience.
✔ Use this insight to improve
resident experience and overall
satisfaction.
✔ Ensure residents have a voice
and a safe and decent home.

1.	
On-going efficient analysing of
high volumes of residents’ comments
Sifting through thousands of customer comments
from multiple channels to understand the main issues
can take significant time and resource. Feedback
Ferret helps by automatically collecting all your
feedback comments from any source including
HouseMark STAR (perception and transactional)
surveys, telephone surveys, call centres, emails, web
surveys, social media or any other channel. No more
manual reading or coding of comments. Just a clear,
simple and insightful online reporting dashboard.

2. Discover what matters to residents
Using our powerful text analytics, we make sense of
what your residents are saying, we dig deep into the
comments and uncover the sentiment and emotions.
This enables you to focus on operational efforts to
achieve positive outcomes. Whether it is improving
the lighting in walkways, identifying ASB hot spots,
upgrading security systems, initiating repair call outs
to crucial health and safety issues, our reports delve
into the issues that matter most.

3. Improve response times to residents by
receiving real-time alerts
Feedback Ferret’s automated alerts enable you to
troubleshoot issues in real-time, before they escalate.
Get notified immediately when a tenant gives negative
feedback or, when there is a threat to your reputation
or to the well-being of one of your residents.

4. Identify and take action on potentially
damaging health and safety issues
Identify and take action on potentially damaging
health and safety issues. Feedback Ferret’s HHSRS
solution monitors customer feedback for comments
relating to the 29 Category-1 hazards concerning
resident safety. It makes it easy to identify resident
vulnerabilities, potential hazards, protect against
regulatory penalties and help safeguard residents
against serious health and safety issues.

5. Drive efficiencies and long term planning
with insightful data
You can discover the root cause of negative and
positive comments and work to improve outcomes
for residents on a range of issues as well as sharing
success and best practice. With data available
to all internal stakeholders the organisation can
demonstrate that they are listening to the voice
of their residents and demonstrate a culture of
continuous improvement to regulators.
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Our services
1. Combine resident feedback from any
touchpoint
Feedback comments are collected from all your
feedback channels using either an industry
standard API integration or a simple Secure File
Transfer Protocol (SFTP). Comments are analysed
and combined with other metadata such as
property type, location, contractor details etc
to provide a 360º overview of your customers’
experience.

2. Automatic analysis of customer comments
Feedback Ferret’s powerful text analysis
technology has been developed in conjunction
with Housing Associations and the topics
and themes coded reflect the areas already
identified as important to residents. Our HHSRS
solution is a stand-alone or bolt on option and
has been pre-coded to the 29 classes of harm.

3. Insight dashboard and Reporting
Our dashboard is designed to let you easily
access the data you need and to offer you
greater insight into how you are performing,
showing overall negative and positive
sentiments.
With our HSSRS solution data can be viewed by
category of harm with drill downs to a specific
topic such as asthma and mould or respiratory
and damp.
In both the housing Cx and the HHSRS
solution our data can be filtered by geography,
department, demographics and then by
individual topics such as estates spaces, repairs
and staff communications to name just a few.
Users can drill down into individual comments
and download all results for further analysis,
reporting and action.

4. Customer experience advice
We work with you to ensure you deliver a
positive ROI on your programme. We seek to
understand your organisation, its aims and
capabilities. From there, we prioritise our
analysis and reporting to best meet your needs.
We carry out regular business reviews and share
other case studies that may be relevant.

“Extracting any insight from our manual
process was like looking for a needle in a
haystack –we knew we needed to automate
the process.”
“By using Feedback Ferret, we are now able
to find the hotspots for complaints and deep
dive into any aspect of our operation”
“We can quickly, easily and accurately find
out what our customers are saying. We
have already reaped the rewards by taking
action on the feedback and, in the process,
saved ourselves money and improved our
processes.”
Chris Haynes, The Guinness Partnership
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Using text analytics,
Feedback Ferret transforms
resident comments into
actionable insight.
Our CX and HSSRS housing solutions make it easy for you to listen to
the voice of residents and learn more about what matters to them. Our
HHSRS solution focuses entirely on discovering the well-being and health
and safety issues concerning residents.

Online
Reviews

Social
Media
Consolidate all your
feedback from residents,
from any source, into a
single analysis and reporting
platform.
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Feedback

Email
Surveys
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Surveys

Automatically transform
resident comments into easyto-understand, actionable
insight using sophisticated
text analysis.

Enable all users to see the
information and drill down into
specific topics and individual
comments and act quickly on
feedback.
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Telephone
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Text Analytics

Dashboard

Alerts

Reports

If you’d like to discuss your requirements or have
an introductory chat with us, please contact us:
UK / Head Office
Telephone: +44 (0)1628 681 088
Email: info@feedbackferret.com

feedbackferret.com

